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This is Rev. Terri Newlon of www.TerriNewlon.com
We have Pluto going direct in Capricorn of course and a few other things: Yom Kippur and I do
believe, of course my cat is sitting on my calendar, Mercury moves into Libra so that could be relief
for some people.
You can also listen to the following message, and all subsequent messages which change every
Thursday. The latest message is available 24/7 by telephone or computer at:
Refresh Browser for latest version: http://www.audioacrobat.com/play/WC4rwp5k
Recorded Dial-In: 1-540-402-0043 PIN 6699#
(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Well Pluto going direct, that is a big deal! Because Pluto is sort of saying “get into the right
relationship” and this particular going direct and all the other things going on, kind of letting off
steam, pressure cooker effect, really is almost like cracking the whip, really “this is the time to
move forward in right alignment or else there are going to be wrecks all over the place.”
So we have got to stay on track and keep focused on really sort of a New Age government, New
Age reciprocal flow energy in relationships, more equal distribution of wealth. And there are a lot of
things occurring here and then of course Atonement with Yom Kippur.

You know the major holidays, no matter what religion it is and what your religion is, they do create
energy fields on the planet and that one is a very good one. So all of Humanity is Oneness, all of
Creation is Oneness.
So when these things are being celebrated, maybe it’s Christmas, Islamic New Year, whatever it is,
that affects Humanity. When you get together and pray for World Peace, that affects Humanity. So
keep going with energy work.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, Thank you and my love to you.
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About Reverend Terri:
Terri Newlon is a world renowned spiritual teacher and conscious voice channel for Ascended
Master Djwhal Khul. Djwhal Khul has worked through numerous channels, including Madam H.P.
Blavatsky and Alice A. Bailey, and is well known to spiritual students. His work through Terri began
in 1980 when she studied under Janet McClure and The Tibetan Foundation, Inc., and has resulted
in an extensive online global support system of practical spiritual teachings.
She is also a gifted health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
Terri is a workshop leader, holistic consultant, public speaker, radio and TV guest.
Disclaimer:
Rev. Terri Newlon does not guarantee the accuracy of her insights and is in no way responsible for
the interpretation of this material. The recipient is 100% responsible for any action taken based on
their interpretation of the insights presented in any channeled material. Channeled material
presented through Rev. Terri is in no way meant to replace sound economical, political, medical,
legal or any other advice and does not provide prophecy, or guaranteed accuracy on future
predictions. The information is meant as a guideline only and to help Humanity better reflect upon
themselves, where they have been, where they are now and where they potentially may be going.
By asking for or otherwise acquiring this material, you agree to use your own discernment, and you
release Rev. Terri, and Terri Newlon, Inc. from any and all legal or moral responsibility.
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